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Mobile Ecosystem 

v  iOS - iPhone, iPad, iTouch 

v  Android 

v  Windows Phone 7 

v  RIM – Blackberry 
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v  Nielsen Online survey of 1,700 U.S. Internet users … 
ü  73 percent engaged in social media at least once 

per week.  
ü  Pegs the total U.S. social media audience at 127 

million 

v  32.7 million people play social games daily  
v  More than 75 million people a month play FarmVille, 

gaming company Zynga's most popular title 

v  Games are also the leading component of the social app 
explosion 

v  Foursquare, Yelp, & Getglue 

ü  Engage millions of members daily across multiple 
sites 

ü  Via mobile devices and application plug-ins 
ü  All have game elements 

ü  All involve consumer ratings to some degree 

v  Morgan Stanley predicts mobile devices to be the primary 
web interface within 5 years 

v  I give it 3 years 
 

GAMING & APPS: THE NEW FRONTIER FOR MR 



We’re using a social gaming engagement optimization model based on 8 key elements: 
 
1. Reward users for returning in a short time period. 
2. Reward users for helping friends every day.  
3. Allow users to create without typing.  
4. Show progress…everywhere…on everything.  
5. Make users feel lonely without friends–because if they get friends on, they’ll stay longer.  
6. Enable self expression.  
7. Offer increasing levels of complexity for mastery.  
8. Have surprises & limited time events. 

  
 
 
 

Engagement Interface 



 
  
 

Web portal partners encourage members/visitors 
to download the mobile app, effectively building 
a global mobile community for research. 
Members are encouraged to promote the 
community to their contacts.  

Consumers rate their brand perception, 
awareness, and experience or participate in 
other research projects. They receive surveys 
via LBS, push notifications, or check-ins. They 
can share surveys with friends.  

Members earn badges that can be carried across all social networks and 
web sites based on participation, sharing with others, and frequency of 
engagement. Badges promote their online reputation & influence, 
interests, and brand affinity. The more badges they earn, the more 
additional offers they receive from brands they are loyal to.   

Consumers earn rewards for participation that are 
used to download more apps, media, or for Amazon 
purchases.  

A REVOLUTIONARY APPROACH 



v  Online communities and social media are far 
and away the best means of engaging today’s 
consumers    

v  Gaming is a key element of the social 
engagement model.  

v  Gaming is driven by 3 factors-  

1.  Entertainment: make it fun 

2.  Social: esteem by peers, competition 

3. Rewards: financial incentive for playing  
v  Partner with leading web portals to engage 

their members/visitors 

v  Provide a revenue share model for the partners 

v  Engage consumers via the gaming model to 
participate in the research process 

1. Graphically rich and interactive interface  
2.  Earn badges that carry across their web 

relationships based on participation 

3. Deliver real-world rewards for 
participation 

IT ALL STARTS WITH THE COMMUNITY 



Value for Brands 
 

v  Drop-in user reputation across web 
ecosystem 

v  Standard badges/rewards 
v  Define new rewards easily 
v  Social analytics for brands 
v  New way to engage with customers, 

members, and fans 
v  Produces a wealth of profile and segment 

information  

Value for Consumers: 
 

v  Users build their reputation 
v  Incentive to participate  
v  Creates value instantly for 

user 
v  User instantly is satiated 
v  Users share their latest 

badges 
v  One place to keep 

rewards/badges 
v  View activity across all web 

portals 
v  Redeems points with 

brands 
v  Earn brand rewards for 

loyalty 



v  On demand; brands license access to the system to 
develop their own real-time and ongoing brand tracking  

v  Data is collected and mapped down to the local level 
via LBS 

v  Full ratings based on customer interactions with all 
brand touchpoints 

v  Measure satisfaction and brand perception on a national 
level, every single day 

v  Get advance warning of store and local level issues 
before they impact sales 

v  Engage customers as brand evangelists 

v  Reward consumers with apps and social standing via 
earning badges for participation and brand affinity  

v  Most importantly:  understand how brands are 
competing in real time  

Community members will provide thousands of daily ratings of their 
interactions with monitored brands via a simple and short survey focused on 
key drivers of brand awareness, selection, and satisfaction.  



APPS: THE NEW CURRENCY 

v  As smartphones become the norm 

apps become the primary interface 

between users and brands 

v  In-demand and WOM driven 

v  Consumers earn points for 

participation in research 

v  Points are used to get free access 

to Paid Apps/Songs 

v  Instant gratification incentive 
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